Abstract-A reduced-order model that preserves physical meaning is important for generating insight in large-scale power system studies. The conventional model-order reduction for a multiple-timescale system is based on discarding states with fast (short timescale) dynamics. It has been successfully applied to synchronous machines, but is inaccurate when applied to power converters because the timescales of fast and slow states are not sufficiently separated. In the method proposed here, several fast states are at first discarded but a representation of their interaction with the slow states is added back. Recognizing that the fast states of many converters are linear allows well-developed linear system theories to be used to implement this concept. All the information of the original system relevant to system-wide dynamics, including nonlinearity, is preserved, which facilitates judgments on system stability and insight into control design. The method is tested on a converter-supplied mini power system and the comparison of analytical and experiment results confirms high preciseness in a broad range of conditions. Index Terms-Model-order reduction, multiple scale, power converter, power system stability.
dq Subscript for internal rotating reference frame.
D Q
Subscript for common rotating reference frame.
I. INTRODUCTION

P
OWER converters are becoming increasingly common as interfaces for energy resources and loads and appearing at higher power ratings such that they become an important feature of the dynamics of a power system. In some cases, e.g., wind/solar farms and microgrids, they even dominate a grid locally [1] , where severe stability problems have been reported [2] - [7] . Effective mathematical representation of converters is fundamental for system-wide stability studies. Impedance (or admittance) models have long been used to this end, but are limited to only small-signal analysis. Moreover, such models compress the whole network into a single impedance ratio, so they are not interpretive in multimachine oscillations nor in relating problems back to physical features [8] - [13] .
On the other hand, state-space models provide a general tool in which the representation of the dynamics is rich in detail [14] , [15] . Both small-signal and large-signal models can be formulated, and participation and sensitivity analysis allows for insight into multimachine interactions. Unfortunately, they are not widely accepted so far in converter-dominated systems, mainly because of their formidable complexity. A converter itself may have tens of states, and hundreds of converters may be present in a local network (e.g., in a wind farm) and so the model order becomes immense. What makes things worse is that these systems has a wide timescale, ranging from milliseconds to seconds, which means that in numerical simulation a small time step is required with a broad time horizon so that the computational effort becomes very large.
To pave the way for easier application of state-space models, appropriate model-order reduction (or model reduction, for This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ short) is needed. The classical approach is based on multiplescale analysis [16] , which asserts that the fast (short timescale) and slow (long timescale) dynamics of a system are almost independent provided that their timescales are sufficiently separated. In the light of this principle, the state variables of a multiplescale system can be grouped into those that participate in the fast and in the slow dynamics. The fast states can be removed (by replacing the corresponding state equation with a pure gain) when evaluating slow dynamics, whereas the slow states can be held stationary when evaluating fast dynamics. This yields reduced models with lower order and narrower timescale than the full model [17] . In large-system studies, slow dynamics normally have higher impact and wider propagation than fast dynamics, and so are of most interest.
The fast and slow states can be identified by eigenvalues. For linear systems, fast states are defined as those associated with large eigenvalues and slow states by small eigenvalues. For nonlinear systems, eigenvalues are not explicit globally, but can be approximated by averaging all locally linearized systems along possible trajectories, which also gives the criterion for separating states in timescale [18] .
Multiple-scale-based model reduction has a successful application in conventional power systems with synchronous machines, where fast electric-magnetic states are neglected in slow electric-mechanical transient analysis [19] . It is a natural idea to seek an extension to power converters. However, in power converter design, the speeds of fast states are bounded from above due to the limitation of switching frequency and filters, whereas the speeds of slow states are bounded from below because of the absence of mechanical inertia. Combined, these factors mean that the fast and slow states may actually be quite close together in timescale and interaction between them can be significant. This is especially true when converter control parameters are pushed to extremes, and simply removing fast states may cause unacceptable modeling error and even lead to a misjudgment on stability.
The poor separation of fast and slow states can be overcome by preserving a portion of dynamics associated with the fast states in the reduced model, so that the interaction of the fast states with the slow states is represented rather than truncated. But the problem is how to identify and quantify this interactive portion. Fortunately, the fast states of most converters are linear (considering that the switching-ripple nonlinearity is washed out by switching-cycle averaging) [20] . This feature enables us to leverage well-developed linear system theories to analyze the structure of the fast submodel, identify the dominant modes with which the slow states may overlap in timescale, and add them back to the reduced model. It ensures a reasonable selection of the dynamics to be truncated, so as to preserve the essential information (including nonlinearity of the slow states) of the original system.
With these considerations in mind, we develop a systematic model reduction method, which proves to be a useful tool for system-wide stability analysis and design. This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a general description for the methodology proposed for model reduction and then in Section III reduced state-space models for typical converters are derived. These individual converter models are interconnected in a mini power system to demonstrate the effectiveness of the models in system-wide stability analysis in Section IV, with experiment verification provided in Section V. Section VI concludes this paper.
II. MODEL REDUCTION METHODOLOGY
A power network with multiple power converters is a systemof-systems and as such we have two routes for model reduction, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The first is to build a model of the entire system and reduce it collectively, whereas the second is to reduce each converter model individually before linking them into a system. The first is more accurate since it retains all the details of the interconnected system before reduction. On the other hand, the second has the advantage of better scalability and lower computational complexity. This paper is focused on the second approach but with special attention paid where interconnection may induce new modes.
The converters in power systems share common features, which lay the basis for our model reduction concept. It is shown in [21] that the eigenvalues of converters in power systems can be grouped into distinct clusters, among which the fast (high frequency) ones are related to inner control loops and harmonic filters, whereas slow (low frequency) ones are related to outer control loops and dc-link capacitors. The clustering of eigenvalues facilitates the separation of states and the division of the complete converter model into the fast and slow submodels, as shown in Fig. 2 .
The fast submodel is almost linear, because it is basically composed of linear circuits and linear controllers. This linearity enables a selective truncation of fast dynamics without distorting the slow ones, which leads to the methodology shown in Fig. 3 . The essential process can be described as "peel-off and add-back": We peel off all the fast states initially and add back a representation of the dominant part to restore accuracy. Several algorithms are available for extracting the dominant part from a linear system, including balanced truncation, moment matching, modal truncation, and so on [22] , [23] . These methods set different targets to be optimized, either in terms of energy, observability, or frequency response. The latter one is used here, because our methodology is rooted in the separation of timescales, which is closely related to frequency. In conventional frequency-based model reduction methods (e.g., modal truncation), only poles are of concern. However, considering that zeros may become poles when the inputs and outputs are reversed, zeros may be of importance as well. Therefore, we take the approach of pole-zero truncation.
In this method, a fast submodel is represented as a transfer matrix G in the pole-zero form
To extract the dominant part of G, we preserve the poles and zeros near the static operating point, but truncate the others. If the model is formulated in the synchronous frame, the operating point is dc, so the preserved region in the complex plane is a circle centered on the origin (representing dc) with a radius ω c representing the critical frequency, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . If the model is formulated in the stationary frame, the operating point becomes ac, and the preserved region should be centered on ±jω s accordingly. We use synchronous frame model in this paper, so the preserved region is |s| < ω c and the dominant transfer function G can be written as
Equation (2) can be rewritten in the state-space format via minimum realization [24] , and be added back into the reduced model. The selection of critical frequency ω c is dependent on the bandwidth of slow dynamics. Generally, they are designed to be lower than the synchronous frequency ω s to reject disturbances caused by unbalance and offset. Therefore, ω c = ρω s is a reasonable choice, in which ρ is a coefficient slightly higher than 1 for extra safety margin.
III. TYPICAL CONVERTERS
We proceed with applying our method on typical converters. There are various types of converter deployed in power systems. Current source converters or line-commutated converters have been used for high-voltage dc transmission for half a century, whose standard model are well established. Voltage source converters (VSCs) are more recent but now more numerous. VSCs themselves show many variations, ranging from two level to multilevel, and from single phase to three phase. For this study, the difference in the number of levels is not of concern provided that the effective switching frequency is high enough such that state-space averaging gives a good two-level equivalence for multilevel converters. Single-phase systems present an additional complication, namely an ac operating point of the converter since it has to be modeled in the stationary frame. This can be addressed by shifting the center of the preserved region in pole-zero truncation to ±jω s (representing 50 Hz operating point), and by using linear time-periodic not linear timeinvariant theories in subsequent small-signal analysis [25] . On the other hand, single-phase converters have much lower power rating than three-phase ones and have less influence on power system stability [26] - [28] . Therefore, we focus on two-level three-phase VSCs herein, whose topology is shown in Fig. 5 .
In spite of their common topology, VSCs may have different models due to different control patterns, which give rise to the distinction between current controlled VSC (CVSC) and voltage controlled VSC (VVSC) [29] . The former type is also called a grid-feeding VSC, since it can only feed current/power to an external voltage source and cannot work independently. The latter one is also known as grid-forming or grid-supporting VSC, since it can operate independently as a voltage source. The difference between forming and supporting is that grid-forming ones are, ideally, stiff in terms of voltage or frequency, and cannot be connected in parallel, whereas a grid-supporting VSC is softer and suitable for parallel operation. A grid-forming VSC can be treated as a special case of a grid-supporting one with droop coefficients of zero.
A. Current Controlled VSC
In line with the general structure in Fig. 2 , the model for a CVSC is displayed in Fig. 6 . The slow submodel sends current reference i * dq and grid voltage v odq to the fast submodel, which feeds back capacitor/converter voltage (v f dq , v cdq ) and grid/inductor current (i odq , i f dq ) for phase-locked loop and power control loop. The fast submodel contains eight states representing the current control loop and an LCL filter on two axes. The time delay in a digital controller or a pulse width modulation channel can also be incorporated in the fast submodel, but the time delay is on the scale of a switching cycle and has minor influence on slow dynamics and is therefore neglected. There may be some other variants but the overall structures are similar. The model is formulated in the internal (local) rotating frame (dq), but port variables are transformed to the common synchronous frame (DQ) for interconnection with other converters, and the phase locking and swing dynamics are reflected by the angle difference between dq and DQ frames. This is a common practice for modeling multimachine ac systems [30] . To make the equation more concise, we use complex signals to combine the dq (DQ) axis variables in a single variable as
Since the location of poles and zeros are dependent on parameters, we need to identify the parameter values before model reduction is attempted. A standard procedure is available for choosing VSC parameters with the target of achieving a reasonable allocation of bandwidth among different control loops: The current and voltage loops are allocated a high bandwidth, above ω s , for fast reaction, whereas the phase-locked and power loops are allocated a low bandwidth, below ω s , for noise rejection. The detailed procedure can be found in [21] and [30] . Following this procedure, a set of typical parameters, as listed in Table I , was chosen. The parameters are presented in per-unit (p.u.) for scalability using the base values listed in the Appendix. Now, we extract the dominant part from the fast submodel. Following the principles in Section II, we calculate the transfer function matrix from u F to y F , and list the dominant poles and zeros in Table II . All pole-zero values are normalized to the frequency of the internal rotating frame ω. It should be noted that ω may change in time, which makes the dq frame model time varying. However, ω is usually kept within a narrow range (e.g., ±1% around ω s ), and varies much lesser than the fast states. Therefore, it makes sense to consider ω as quasi-constant. The numeric expression in Table II may lose generality in case of parameter changes, but we manage to get a symbolic expression that holds for different of parameters, based on which a symbolic transfer function matrix is derived, which is displayed in Table III . The detailed calculation is presented in the Appendix for the sake of brevity. From these transfer functions, we may track the origin of the dominant poles and zeros. The zero from i * dq to v cdq and v f dq is caused by the induced voltage on the filtering inductors, with rotating transformation shifting it from 0 to −j. The zero from v odq to i f dq is the result of current-loop integral control, which acts as a virtual capacitor C v = 1/k i , combined with reactive current compensation control gain jωC f and current proportional control gain k p . The zero from v odq to i odq is caused by C v and C f in parallel, so the total capacitor C = C v + C f .
An equivalent circuit can be derived according to the transfer functions, as shown in Fig. 7 . The capacitor C can be further truncated when a CVSC is connected to a voltage source in a grid (see Section IV), therefore it is shown with dashed connection. Note that the current source i * dq is in series with an inductor, which is not allowed in the standard circuit theory. However, in this case, i * dq comes from outer control loops and is differentiable in time, so it will not induce infinite voltage on the inductor. Moreover, i * dq is a state variable in the slow submodel, so the series inductor does not generate extra states. As a result, the eight-order fast submodel is truncated to zero order, but its essential information is shifted to the slow submodel rather than discarded, since the time-variation of i * dq induces an inductor voltage that affects power and phase angle in the slow submodel.
B. Voltage Controlled VSC
A VVSC has a different model from a CVSC, as shown in Fig. 8 . In the slow submodel, frequency-droop control is used instead of dc-link voltage control for power loop, and the phaselocked loop is omitted due to the self-synchronization characteristic of frequency-droop regulation. In the fast submodel, a voltage loop is added to maintain terminal voltage actively. A virtual impedance R v + jX v is also included to ensure that the total impedance is inductive, which is helpful for active and reactive power sharing, especially dynamically [31] .
Following the proposed model reduction procedure, the typical parameters, the dominant poles and zeros, the truncated transfer functions, and the equivalent circuit diagram can be derived and are shown in Tables IV-VI and Fig. 9 , respectively. Again, the dominant zeros are caused by the induced voltage v ). Detailed interpretation of this pole is interesting but is not the focus of this paper, so is placed in the Appendix. It turned out that this pole has significant impact on the system-wide dynamics and stability, which will be illustrated in Section IV. To reflect this dominant pole, we peel off the ten-order fast submodel but add back a two-order submodel in the reduced model.
It is worth noting that the reduced VVSC model is quite similar to a synchronous machine, except that the output resistance, reactance, and inductance are determined not only by physical circuits (L o ) but also by control parameters (L v , X v , R v ). This certainly offers more flexibility in the design, but care has to be taken to ensure that the control parameters are well chosen, which will be discussed in Section IV as well.
IV. POWER SYSTEM STABILITY
Now that we have the reduced model for both CVSCs and VVSCs, we are ready to interconnect them in power systems for stability studies. As discussed in Section II, the interconnection may generate new fast dynamics, which need to be dealt with. In our case, when a CVSC is connected with a VVSC or other voltage sources, poles appear due to LC resonance, as shown in Fig. 10 . These poles can be found from the following characteristic equation:
Using the parameters in the previous section, we get s 1 = −0.08 − j8.0 and s 2 = −0.07 + j7.3, which are in a highfrequency range. Since only low-frequency poles and zeros are preserved in the reduced models, it implies that the new high-frequency ones are generated by interactions arising from the interconnection. This mode can be poorly damped if R 2 is small, which is misleading since current-loop proportional control provides extra damping but is excluded in the truncated model. This problem can be fixed by performing another highfrequency truncation after interconnection, which is equivalent to omitting capacitor C 1 . As a result, the reduced model for a CVSC is further simplified. Finally, a mini power system was used as a case study to evaluate the accuracy of our reduced model in stability analysis. The evaluation system is a stand-alone microgrid consisting of three VVSCs and one CVSC, as depicted in Fig. 11 . The VVSCs serve as sources with the intrinsic ability of maintaining voltage and frequency, whereas the CVSC serves as nonlinear active load with constant power behavior. This combination is a representative of possible applications of model reduction, since it contains most of the basic elements of a converter-rich power system, and allows the observation of typical interaction patterns therein. The VSCs in the microgrid use the same parameters as those listed in Tables I and IV , whereas the network parameters, appropriate to low voltage distribution lines, are presented in Table VII .
To quantify the accuracy of our reduced model, we compared the full and reduced model of the whole microgrid via eigen analysis [30] , with results displayed in Fig. 12 . The reduced model with the proposed "peel-off and add-back" methodology matches the low-frequency eigenvalues very well, whereas the one with merely "peel-off" has significant errors in several eigenvalues marked by the dashed boundary.
A further participation analysis reveals the nature of these modes and errors. Mode 1 is a swing mode between VSC 1 and VSC 3 since its main participation is by ω 1 , ω 3 and δ 3 , as shown in Fig. 13 . That said, the integrator current i idq and output current i odq of VSC 1,3 also have noticeable participation in this mode. As explained in Section IV, the integrator h i serves as a virtual inductor L v , so i idq is actually the current through L v . Mode 2 is another swing mode between VSC 1 and VSC 2 and has similar participation. Mode 3 is a phase-locked loop mode and its main participation is by phase-locking states δ, , and ω of VSC 4 , as shown in Fig. 13 . Again, the integrator and output current have noticeable participation, but only on q-axis (i iq and i oq ). This is because only the q-axis voltage v f q is used for the phase-locked loop. In contrast, mode 4 is a dc-link mode [see Fig. 13 ], in which only the d-axis currents have a noticeable The states i idq , i f dq , and i odq are all in the fast submodel and therefore omitted during peel-off. However, their participation in modes 1-4 indicates that a nontrivial interaction exists and this explains why the peel-off method generates significant errors. On the other hand, the dominant parts of these states are restored via the add-back process and so the corresponding eigenvalues are then very well matched.
One may argue that the errors in Fig. 12 are still acceptable, but this is no longer true when some parameters are pushed to their extremes. In the case shown in Fig. 14 , the droop coefficient D ω was changed from 0.01 to 0.1 to make the swing modes unstable, but the peel-off model is seen to fail to predict this and misleadingly show the modes as stable. In contrast, the "peel-off and add-back" model closely matches the full model in this extreme case and shows the modes as unstable.
The accuracy of the proposed model reduction methodology was tested under parameter variations. In Fig. 15 , the inner loop control parameters (k p , k i , h p , h i ) and outer loop control parameters (a p , a i , b p , b i , κ p , κ i , J ω ) were changed and the 
It is apparent that decreasing the inner loop gain or increasing the outer loop gain may lead to a larger error. This is natural since such variations bring the timescales of the fast and slow states closer together and cause greater interaction. Nonetheless, all errors are still kept below 1% under large variations of gain (±10 dB), which indicates that the model reduction method is accurate under a broad set of conditions. Although the case study mentioned above is on a pure converter system, the proposed model reduction methodology is equally applicable to hybrid mechanical-electrical-electronic systems, due to its theoretic generality. To demonstrate this, we replace VSC1 in Fig. 11 by a synchronous generator (SG) of the same power rating, redo the model reduction, and exhibit the resultant eigenvalues in Fig. 16 , which are well matched for "peel-off and add-back" method (the lower part of the figure). The inertia of an SG is higher than the virtual inertia of a VVSC, and this difference is reflected by the swing mode of the SG in the dashed boundary, which shows lower frequency than that of the swing mode of VVSCs marked by the arrows. Consequently, the conventional peel-off method has higher modeling error for the VVSC mode than for the SG mode, as shown in the upper part of Fig. 16 , which supports our argument that the poor separation of timescale may cause poor accuracy in model reduction, and justifies the necessity of using the proposed "peel-off and add-back" method to account for high converter penetration.
Having established the accuracy of the reduced model, attention is turned to the insights it can bring in control design, especially for the control functions that lie between fast and slow states. For example and, as noted in Section III-B, the dominant pole of the fast submodel of a VVSC is This implies that voltage control may have significant influence on the slow dynamics. When h i is reduced, z p will be pushed further toward low-frequency range, resulting in stronger interaction between z p and slow states, which may affect stability. This observation is confirmed by Fig. 17 , where it can be seen that the swing modes tend to be unstable with lower h i (a change of −10 dB here). On the other hand, it has been shown [32] that higher voltage-loop gain may cause stability problems for fast states by exciting resonance in LCL filter. Therefore, the selection of voltage-loop gain is an art of trade-off between the stability of fast and slow dynamics. Previous research on voltage control has mainly focused on the fast dynamics, and its influence on slow modes is the new insight provided by the reduced model.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A series of experiments were conducted for further verification of the model reduction. The experimental setup exactly follows the microgrid described in Section IV. Figs. 18-20 show the comparison of transient responses measured from experiments and generated by the reduced model, which match very well. Simulation results also show an accurate matching for the case with VSC1 replaced by an SG, verifying the general applicability of the proposed method on mechanical-electricalelectronic systems.
VI. CONCLUSION
The model reduction methodology introduced in this paper proves to be an effective tool for simplifying the study of the stability of power systems rich in power converters. It is not simply a discarding of fast states but is a "peel-off and add-back" approach to restore the participation of some fast states in slow modes for systems where the separation in timescale is not complete. Add-back refers to adding a representation of the dominant part of the fast dynamics. Based on this concept, dominant modes were identified associated with the fast states for typical converters, which turns out to have noticeable interaction with slow states in the droop controllers, dc-link, and phase-locked loops. It has been demonstrated that neglect of these interactions leads to inaccuracy in identifying the frequency and damping of some modes, and even misidentification of unstable modes as stable. Based on the reduced model, new design guidelines are also put forward for converter control. The efficacy of the proposed model reduction has been demonstrated through comparison of experimental and analytical results for a microgrid contain both voltage-controlled and current-controlled VSCs.
APPENDIX
A. Per-Unit System
A per-unit system is used to normalize all quantities to the corresponding base values in Table A .I, except where specially declared. These base values are also the rated values of all converters.
B. Model Reduction Calculation
To simplify the calculation, we rewrite G in polynomial fraction form For a VVSC, N V and D V are shown in (A.6) and (A.7) at the bottom of this page. D V is a fifth-order polynomial, which does not have a radical solution generally. A numerical solution may be used instead, but it is not as powerful as a symbolic one in relating to physical meanings. We manage to obtain an approximate symbolic solution below. The equation
rewritten as Table VI. (A.12) implies that the pole is not affected by the current control loop, since no current-loop parameters appear in the equation. In contrast, the voltage loop has a strong influence on the dominant pole. In addition to the virtual impedance X v and R v , the integral control gain h i serves as a virtual inductor L v , which is in series with the output inductor L o . X v , R v , L v , and L o determine the dominant pole together.
Putting back the truncated submodels, we finally get the reduced state-space models.
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